Abstract: The paper examines the semantic effects of modification in phrases combining verbs with so-called short adverbs in French, that is, adjectives (A) used as modifiers of the verb (V), as in aller direct 'to go direct' (VA structures). For this purpose, a sample of over 3200 attested examples has been analyzed. Far from being simple verb modifiers in the sense of "manner" modification, the qualitative analysis shows that short adverbs also refer to other features of the event, e.g. participant, instrument, source, goal, result, circumstance, and the speaker's attitude. These manifold modification scopes are then described by means of a newly created event-modification frame. The theoretical discussion of these results tackles the relationship between structure, construction, and baseline elaboration, constructions being conceived as cognitive developments of baseline VA structure. Baseline elaboration thus turns out to be a necessary complementary approach to construction grammar. However, neither construction nor baseline elaboration allows the full prediction of the meaning of a given VA structure since both ways of accessing meaning leave considerable space for inferential interpretation. The corpus also allows the quantification of the modified event features, that is, the frequency with which the slots of the frame are accessed by modification via VA structure. Quantification thereby provides the general modification profile of VA structures (as opposed to the individual modification profiling of a given VA structure in a single utterance).
Introduction
French phrases such as aller direct 'to go direct' combine a verb (V) with a modifier usually called a short adverb, which is morphologically identical to the adjective (A). Far from being a simple verb modifier in terms of manner, such phrases modify a variety of features located in the event frame, e.g. object orientation in French (Fr.) voir grand 'to see big'. The goal of this paper is to single out the slots of the event frame that may fall into the scope of modification. For this purpose, a corpus of over 3200 attested examples of French short adverbs has been analyzed. The corpus is also used for a quantitative analysis of the slots in the event-modification frame.
In order to ensure a dynamic analysis spanning from productivity to lexicalization, the following cognitive levels will be distinguished. At the basic level, such phrases will be referred to as VA structures. The term structure refers to a baseline cognitive level from where construction may rise. The sensorial perception of spoken language provides a sequence of acoustic stimuli corresponding to the impression we get when we hear an unknown language. Fluent speakers of this language will cognitively identify a sequence of signs traditionally called morphemes. Structure refers to this level of cognition. The identification of combinations, that is, groups, is a further cognitive step. A fluent speaker will recognize that VA structures combine a verb and a modifier. Knowing that A is a modifier, a fluent speaker will try to identify the modified unit. This is basically the process followed in the empirical part of this paper. Finally, combinations may diachronically produce constructions, that is, conventionalized interpretations of such combinations. Consequently, some combinations may also be accessed as instances of given constructions. The paper claims that the combination of top-down constructional approaches with bottom-up baseline elaboration provides adequate explanations for the facts observed.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a short typological outline of VA structures and related constructions. Section 3 describes the corpus used. Section 4 discusses some problematic aspects of construction grammar that require a complementary approach, that of baseline elaboration (Section 5). Section 6 develops a semantic event-modification frame displaying the slots that fall into the scope of modification with VA structures. The empirical analysis of the corpus in Section 7 reproduces the speakers' cognitive efforts to identify the features that are modified by VA structures at the level of utterance. It thereby singles out the semantic slots profiled by the VA structures in the corpus. Section 8 suggests a further step of analysis, extrapolating from the individual profilings at the level of utterance to the general modification profile of VA structure.
In the preliminary sections, I will use English examples alongside French examples. As pointed out by Hummel (2014) , the usage of short adverbs in English and Romance is very similar. Hence, these sections place the theoretical discussion in a broader Germanic-Romance context. At the same time, the contrastive point of view foregrounds specific features of Romance that eventually account for different profilings and profiles.
Overview 2.1 Typology and variation
According to Hengeveld (1992) , languages belong to one of three types regarding the word-class of adverbs.
(i) Flexible languages use adjectives for both adjectival and adverbial functions (in this paper: Type A). This is the case for Germanic languages and Old English. Short adverbs conserve this type in Modern English (Mod. Engl.), e.g. a good man (adjective); to feel good (adverb). So-called short adverbs are morphologically identical with the adjective (Valera Hernández 1996) . In Indo-European languages, the adverb generally takes (one of) the neuter form(s) of the adjective, e.g. Old English heard-e (ADJ-INS.N.SG) > Mod. Engl. hard (ADJ.ADV-ø) and Modern Swedish rolig-t (ADJ-N.SG 'funny') or the unmarked form, e.g. Spanish (Sp.) alto < Latin alt-um (ADJ-N.SG.NOM.ACC), the Modern English adjective being always morphologically unmarked, independent of its syntactic function as an adjective or as an adverb. (ii) Differentiated languages separate two word-classes at the morphological level, e.g. Mod. Engl. slow (adj.) and slowly (adv.), the latter being derived from the former by suffixation with -ly (Type B). Most Romance languages, e.g. Fr. lent (adj.) and lent-e-ment (ADJ-F-ADV), mark adverbial functions with the suffix -ment(e), while the adjectival functions include marks of gender and number used for agreement with the modified noun: un homme lent (ADJ.M.SG), des hommes lent-s (ADJ.M.-PL), une femme lent-e (ADJ-F.SG), des femmes lent-e-s (ADJ-F-PL). However, uninflected short adverbs are used as well: Fr. Les ordinateurs affectés commencent à courir lent 'The affected computers start running slow'. (iii) Rigid languages use word-classes such as verbs or nouns for adverbial functions (Type C), e.g. Fr. boire nature 'to drink neat'; lit. 'to drink nature'.
Hengeveld's analysis essentially matches that of Hummel (2013 Hummel ( , 2014 , except for the crucial fact that in the latter English and French are seen not simply as differentiated languages, but languages characterized by the coexistence and competition of Type A, B, and C (e.g. careful, carefully, with care) (see also Salazar García 2007), if we admit prepositional phrases as members of Type C. To put it another way, the typological approach tends to overlook or marginalize linguistic variation. Type A, B, and C are thus better analyzed as possible structural subcategorizations of a more general "verb + modifier structure" (VM structure) situated at the level of linguistic function (see details in 5.3).
To conclude, the so-called short adverb is typologically an adjective (wordclass) that is syntactically used for the modification of both nouns and verbs. The modifier in go direct is not an adverb in the sense of a word-class but an adjective syntactically used in one of the functions traditionally called "adverbial" (Type A). According to the principles of cognitive linguistics, word-classes are specific categorizations of semantic domains. It is therefore not trivial to clarify the word-class status of so-called short adverbs. The insight that short adverbs are adjectives in terms of word-class is important, since it has direct consequences for the scope of modification a fluent speaker can assume. The paper will indeed show that the semantic effects of modification with VA structures include the whole range of adverbial and adjectival functions (for more details see Hummel and Valera 2017) .
Constructions of VA structure
Although Type A includes the modification of adjectives (Engl. wide-open, Fr. fort important 'very important') and sentences (Engl. She comes sure or Sure she comes and Fr. Elle vient sûr 'I am sure she comes'), this present paper only deals with adjectives used inside VP. In accordance with the typological analysis in the previous section, the flexible system is active in English and Romance, which means that adjectives allow for both the adjectival modification of a noun or the adverbial modification of a verb. Consequently, the adjective may function as a modifier of the verb or of one of its arguments. Table 1 lists typical instances of argument modification in (I) and (II) together with verb modification in (III). In French, the adjectives agree with the modified argument in I and II, in contrast to their invariability in (III), where the unmarked masculine singular form is used.
The following examples illustrate these categories.
I.
Subject Subject-oriented copular verb construction (3) Elle est plutôt malheureuse. she is rather unhappy-F.SG 'She is rather unhappy.'
Object-oriented copular verb construction (4) a. Je la vois plutôt malheureuse. I her see-PRS.1SG rather unhappy-F.SG 'I see her rather unhappy.' b. Je la trouve plutôt malheureuse. I her find-PRS.1SG rather unhappy-F.SG 'I find her rather unhappy.' 1 The distinction of feminine singular heureuse and plural heureuses is only overt in the written code (plural-s is not pronounced). Masculine singular and plural share the same form heureux in the written and the oral code.
Baseline elaboration and echo-sounding III. Adjectives with adverbial function (5) Marie ira direct au café. Mary go-FUT.3SG direct-ADJ to the café 'Mary goes direct to the café.' Table 1 mirrors usual descriptions of these patterns in grammars. However, the data discussed in Section 7 provides abundant evidence for ambiguous modification (verb and argument), unconventional agreement (inflected adjectives with adverbial function), and other types of event modification (e.g. source, instrument, scene). It is noteworthy that the copular verb constructions in IIb may be metaphorical developments of the secondary predications in Ib, as illustrated by the examples (2a,b) and (4a,b). If we consider the patterns I, II, and III as radial developments of VA structure, the metaphorical relation of Ib and IIb provides evidence for further horizontal relations (family resemblance). The present paper will primarily deal with III, but real usage strongly conflicts with the canonical assumption of I, II, and III being discrete patterns. Hence, I and II cannot fully be ruled out. They gradually emerge from the same underlying structure as manifestations of Type A modification. It should be added that the VA structures in the table permit further elaborations, such as resultative constructions, which are not mentioned here (Engl. He drives her crazy. = Fr. Il la rend folle).
The corpus
This paper is part of the project Dictionnaire historique de l'adjectif-adverbe ('Historical dictionary of French adjective-adverbs') (Hummel and Gazdik Forthcoming) . The online database of the dictionary (http://www-gewi.unigraz.at/adjadvdb/) contains approximately 13,000 quotations containing French Type A adjectives with adverbial function inside VP, from the 11th to the twenty-first centuries. However, all the examples quoted in this paper stem from the Modern French period. The data was mainly retrieved from Frantext (286 million words, primarily literary texts; http://www.frantext.fr). In order to compensate for the "good French" tendency of the Frantext data, some 5,000 quotations from colloquial Internet sources have been added. For the purpose of this paper, a subcorpus corresponding to the letters B, C, and D has been selected and tagged for 32 criteria according to the semantic and morphological requirements of this paper (BCD-corpus). The letters BCD refer to the lemmatized VA structures, e.g. chanter lent 'to sing slow' for letter C. The BCD-subcorpus contains 451 different VA structures (types) attested by 3232 citations (tokens). The French examples are quoted without bibliographical reference. Complete information can be retrieved from the above mentioned database, with the exception of the examples from the Internet which will be available in the dictionary. Examples that do not stem from the corpus are quoted with the bibliographical references. In the examples, italics are used to highlight the VA structure and its equivalents.
VA structures as constructions
The main goal of the paper being empirical, the following balance of the advantages and disadvantages of construction grammar intends to define an operational approach to the analysis of VA structures.
There are good reasons for choosing construction grammar. (i) Unlike sentence-based approaches, it allows tackling the VA structures as such. (ii) VA structures develop different constructions, as shown in Table 1 . (iii) VA structures tend to lexicalization as complex verbs. This process often includes the intransitivization of strongly transitive words such as in Fr. voir grand ('to think big'), resultative couper court ('to cut short') including metaphorical transposition ('to cut something short' → 'to interrupt'), to provide just two examples. Hence, we deal not only with simple phrases but with phrases that may work as lexical units, a fact that presupposes internal functional and semantic autonomy. (iv) As any transcription of spontaneous spoken language shows, spoken discourse rarely consists of well-formed sentences. Schiffrin (1987: 31) has already observed that spoken discourse contains "units of talk" rather than full sentences. Consequently, well-formed sentences must be considered a possible elaboration of language that is primarily realized in written language, while combinations or constructions seem to be more basic. In fact, children have to learn how to build full sentences. (v) Many of the resultative constructions discussed by Goldberg (1995) and Goldberg and Jackendoff (2004) are instances of VA structure.
The independency claim
Radical formulations of construction grammar define constructions as "formmeaning correspondences that exist independently of particular verbs. That is, it is argued that constructions themselves carry meaning, independently of the words in the sentence" (Goldberg 1995: 1) . Some ten years later, the conclusions in Goldberg (2006: 227) return to this "central thesis", but it is probably correct to say that the five hundred pages that separate the extreme poles of these books are dedicated to differentiating and mitigating this thesis. Goldberg readily admits that constructions are not independent of the lexical meanings involved: "Although I have argued that constructions have meaning independently of verbs, it is clearly not the case that the grammar works entirely top-down, with constructions simply imposing their meaning on unsuspecting verbs" (1995: 24) . This obviously holds for resultative constructions with VA structure, because the meaning "modifier refers to a result of the event" is only one possible interpretation associated with VA structures (see Table 1 ).
A closer look at resultative constructions confirms this general insight. Witness the following example quoted from Goldberg (1995: 3):
(6) She kissed him unconscious.
If we renounce to speculate on the alternative interpretation as a subjectoriented secondary predicate (She kissed him unconscious of what she was doing), the resultative interpretation clearly appears: The man becomes unconscious as the result of being kissed. By contrast, the resultative interpretation is ruled out in the following instances of VA structure with the same verb:
(7) She kissed him slow / hot.
If we exclude the learned bypass solution claiming that, unlike the adjective unconscious, slow and hot are adverbs, which is problematic for both typological and historical reasons (see Section 2), the concepts expressed by unconscious, slow and hot are crucial for the interpretation of a given VA structure and its eventual adscription to a conventionalized construction. In other words, the adjectival concepts or, dynamically spoken, the domains available for further construal (Langacker 2008) , are interpreted in terms of communicative relevance (Sperber and Wilson 1995). 4.2 Prototypes, exemplars, and learning vs. rule and productivity
The claim for constructional independence discussed in 4.1 entails problems regarding the dynamic aspects of construction. Indeed, Taylor (2012: 126) misses "generative rules" in the discussion on constructions. This concerns both the capacity of providing a top-down explanation of linguistic phenomena as simple instances of given constructions and the synchronic production or the diachronic development of constructions. Where do they stem from, how are they construed? Goldberg answers these questions, basically, in terms of prototypicality, exemplar knowledge, and learning. In the domain of VA structures, explanatory force and frequency indeed provide evidence for the relevance of constructional prototypicality: (i) The tendency to reduce the overt argument structure, leaving transitivity to the internal semantics of VA structure, is a prototypical property of using short adverbs. In (8) spicy refers to a property of the food, not to the way eating is realized, as in to eat fast. Yet the direct object is not overtly expressed:
(8) Mexicans eat spicy.
Traditionally, this construction is called inner object (see 7.4). In certain cases, overt transitivity is (almost) blocked:
(9) S/he thinks big vs. ?S/he think big something.
Even verbs that are (almost) never used intransitively, such as Fr. faire 'to make, to do', tend to be intransitively used when combined with a short adverb:
(10) Pourquoi faire facile quand on peut faire TRÈS difficile. 'Why choose the easy way when there is a difficult one.'
Intransitivization in French is thoroughly discussed in Noailly (1994 Noailly ( , 1997 , Abeillé and Godard (2004) , Mouret (2010), and Hummel (2017) . Intransitivization means that verbs that normally take an overt complement are used without it. From a cognitive linguistic standpoint, this term is problematic since it is all but evident that the construal includes argument deletion. It is rather uncommon to introduce an overt complement in to think big or to eat healthy. Hence, subjective construal is likely to directly operate on the semantics of the combined units. This means that VA structures should be taken as a cognitive reference point for further elaboration, rather than as reductions of more complex structures. Conventionalized intransitive usage increases the inner syntactic autonomy of VA structures in terms of constructionalization. Some of the authors mentioned above argue that intransitivized constructions convert the adjective into a "light complement" of the transitive verb: to think big 'big is what we think'.
(ii) In the French corpus employed for this study, 33 percent of the examples take the infinitive form of the verb, as in (10). Infinitive VA constructions are often syntactically dislocated. This shows a high degree of syntactic autonomy with regard to both overt argument structure and syntactic function. In (11), Fr. faire facile 'to do (it) easy' is used as subject:
(11) Faire facile est faire mieux. 'Doing easy is doing better.'
(iii) In Romance, secondary predicates behave as adjectives that undergo agreement with the modified noun phrase (see examples [1] and [2a,b] ). VA structures where the adjective has an adverbial function contrast with secondary predication in the absence of agreement (see [5] ). In other words, adjectives with adverbial function are invariable while secondary predicates undergo agreement with an argument. This nice picture becomes blurred because the bulk of VA structures with inner objects have no overt object to agree with. Consequently, the "inner secondary predication" in Fr. manger sain 'to eat healthy' goes hand in hand with prototypical invariability, creating a secondary prototypicality that conflates inner secondary predication and short adverbs. Logically speaking, to eat raw/spicy is a clear case of secondary predication, but intransitivization, lexicalization and, in similar cases in Romance, invariability, justify the assimilation of such cases to the same group as to drive slow. In addition, to eat spicy may be interpreted as manner modification at a higher level of abstraction: Mexicans eating spicy may be seen as a way of eating. (iv) Unlike secondary predication and copular verb constructions, VA structures that approach adverbial functions tend to prototypically use phonetically short adjectives. As a consequence, they have a prototypical prosody: to eat raw, Fr. manger cru. In the complete dictionary corpus, the number of syllables of the adjectives used in VA structures with predominantly adverbial functions has the following distribution (token frequency): 11,636 (one syllable), 1,674 (two syllables), 214 (three syllables), 34 (four syllables). Hence, there is an intonation pattern that reflects a high level of constructionalization and prototypicalization. The pattern typically characterizes VA structures that can be analyzed as lexicalized complex verbs.
Although the evidence in (i) to (iv) supports the prototypicality claim, problems arise when we try to explain non prototypical cases by analogy or similarity with prototypical ones. Adverbial agreement has been vividly discussed for Romance in recent years (Ledgeway 2011 This confounds again the boundaries between secondary predication and manner modification ("adverbial function"). How should this be explainable in terms of proximity to a prototype? Why should speakers choose the inflected variant because of the prototype? At any rate, it is impossible to consider the constructions developed from VA structure as "closed-class elements" (Goldberg 1995: 29) . The traditional solution in prototype theory is additional knowledge on exemplars. In fact, knowledge on prototypical birds or fish does not exclude particular knowledge of the type "a whale is not a fish but a mammal". But how should exemplar knowledge work in the case of VA structure? If we only consider the 18,000 examples with short adverbs in the French corpus, we see that over 2,000 different VA structures are used. No fluent speaker has learned the instances, be they prototypical or not. So how does a fluent speaker tackle an unknown case? The only plausible explanation refers to his/her capacity to analyze the morphematic and syntactic structure. If a fluent speaker hears for the first time Our boss thinks big, (i) s/he has no exemplar knowledge, (ii) there is no ready-made prototype, and (iii) close exemplars such as to think small (probably built upon to think big) will probably not be available as well. The only way to understand the phrase will be to activate the knowledge of the verb to think and the adjective big, that is, to blend these two domains with regard to communicative relevance. Since the basic interpretation of 'big' does not work, the speaker has to look for a metaphorical one. This depends more on specific knowledge on think and big than on token/exemplar knowledge of their construal as VA structure.
In sum, the combination of prototype and exemplar knowledge cannot fully account for what traditionally would be termed productivity. The analysis as constructions being tied together by "family resemblance" (Goldberg and Jackendoff 2004 ) is therefore more descriptive than explanatory. Neither the acquisition of prototypes nor the learning of non-prototypical exemplars can be explained without the speakers' capacity to analyze and productively use specific structures in terms of syntactic, morphological, and conceptual combinations. This does not conflict with the development of constructions. It simply means that there must be a common baseline that accounts for both productive usage and the development of constructions. In Goldberg's argumentation, the marginalization of principles and rules is a consequence of the fact that the argumentation is directed against generative grammar. But one can accept the possibility of rule guided combination without necessarily following the generative model and without claiming that the occurrences can be fully reduced to rule guided productivity. Both top-down knowledge on construction and productive rules play together for the interpretation of a given VA structure. This solution is more satisfactory in terms of a dynamic explanation than Goldberg's (2006: 5) rectification ("patterns are stored as constructions even if they are fully predictable as long as they occur with sufficient frequency"), which rules out infrequent combinations and bottom-up productivity in general.
Predictability
The fact that the interpretation of phrases is not fully predictable from the units combined supports the existence of a construction (Goldberg 2006: 64) . Now, as we have seen, limited predictability holds for both the combinatorial bottom-up and the constructionist top-down analyses. The array of semantic interpretations associated with VA structures shows that the range of semantic interpretation is the main reason for unpredictability, much more than constructionalization. In general terms, there may be rules, e.g. "In VA, A modifies V", but the rules only circumscribe a mental space that still has to be completed in discourse. From an objective point of view, the adjectives in Mexicans eat spicy or My neighbors eat fatty refer to a quality of the food, that is, secondary predication, but at the more abstract level of general behavior the phrase may be read as the way these persons eat. This means that any attempt to subcategorize all VA structures into either secondary predicates (adjectives), copular constructions, or short adverbs is pointless. All interpretations are available and may converge in the same instance. This is one reason why the typological analysis in Section 2 argues in favor of a monocategorial analysis of the modifier as one word-class, the adjective, which accounts for a series of adjectival and adverbial syntactic functions.
Baseline elaboration
As shown in 4.1, there is indeed evidence for the relevance of previous knowledge on constructions for the interpretation of a given VA structure. There is further evidence for the development of prototypical constructions (see 4.2). On the other hand, attempts to fully explain all occurrences on the basis of combined knowledge on constructions, prototypes, and exemplars fail (4.3). Construction grammar theory has, therefore, introduced relevant modifications such as the recognition of fully transparent phrases as constructions conventionalized via frequency and the notion of "surface generalization" (Goldberg 2006 ). The initial vision of "skeletal syntactic constructions as meaningful in their own right" (Goldberg 1995: 21) has thereby been downgraded to an optional development. Consequently, the extended version of construction grammar converges with the traditional view of rule guided morpheme combinations at a basic level. Instead of simply modifying the top-down constructional approach, as Goldberg claims, the following section argues in favor of a dialectic approach that links productive bottom-up baseline elaboration with the topdown realization of given constructions.
Baseline elaboration and construction
The convergence at a basic level recalls Langacker's (2016) paper Baseline and elaboration. According to Langacker, "B/E organization" of language means that an established baseline (B) is mapped via elaboration (E) to a higher-level structure (BE) (2016: 406) . Adopting this point of view, constructions naturally appear to be high-level baseline elaborations. While the term elaboration is clearly defined in terms of rule-guided development and interpretation, Langacker is rather vague about the term baseline ("In one way or another, the baseline (B) is already established […]"). It seems that, on the one hand, there is evidence for underlying ("baseline") rules and structures in constructions (see Section 4), whereas, on the other hand, the identification of the baseline is an empirical question. The fact that a variety of conventionalized constructions and even unusual combinations and interpretations (e.g. units with adverbial function that show number and gender agreement) share the VA structure justifies its selection as the relevant baseline for further elaboration.
Adapting Goldberg's strict definition quoted above, not fully predictable conventionalized constructions can then be defined in terms of a "differential" (Langacker 2016: 407) between B and BE. In this perspective, object-oriented secondary predicates are conventionalized elaborations of baseline VA structure with possible further elaborations such as resultative constructions (layering) (see Figure 1 ).
Importantly, elaborations do not exist independently of their baseline. Even in the case of conventionalized elaborations, e.g. constructions, speakers can activate the motivating baseline in case of doubt. B/E organization explains how fluent speakers produce an adequate interpretation of unknown exemplars, as illustrated above for to think big. To think big is an interesting case of blending. In a top-down perspective, it can be seen as a blend of two conventionalized constructions (secondary predication + manner modification). In the bottom-up view, however, it appears to be a blend of two possible baseline elaborations from combinatory VA structure. Speakers are able to cognitively process the phrase from both sides. A fluent speaker who hears the phrase for the first time has to analyze the whole semantic potential offered by the domains of to think and big, in order to match their combinatorial possibilities with his/ her knowledge on constructions. While English only allows for a metaphorical interpretation in the target domain, its French equivalent voir grand lit. 'to see big' is also used in the source domain:
(15) Sous la loupe tu verras plus grand! 'Take a magnifying glass and you will see larger!'
Unlike French, English has no preexisting VA construction in the source domain that could be metaphorically transposed. Hence, the cognitive process of conceptualization presupposes a combinatory elaboration from baseline VA.
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. . . It is noteworthy that baseline elaboration provides systematic empirical access to related constructions, creating a picture of family resemblance. It thus helps in avoiding the empirical problems of arbitrary identification and selection of what is to be considered a construction, a fact that made Fillmore et al. (2012: 369) prefer a "cherry-picking approach".
Baseline elaboration and family resemblance
Figure 1 describes a simple linear elaboration of hierarchical layering. Now, baseline VA structure generates several series of this type. This means that VA structure is the node for radial elaboration according to major strings such as copular construction, secondary predication, manner modification, etc. As shown in 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2, members of one linear structure may also be horizontally related to a member of another linear structure, e.g. semi-copular constructions (to drive crazy) with secondary predication or secondary predication with manner modification (e.g. voir grand). The result can indeed be described as a series of construals related by family resemblance. Baseline elaboration adds a generative principle to this structure.
Baseline elaboration and abstraction
There is evidence for the existence of abstract functional schemes that underlie VA structure. One such scheme is "event + modifier" (EM). It explains why other word-classes than the adjective may exceptionally be used as modifiers, e.g. a noun in Fr. boire nature 'to drink neat'; lit. 'to drink nature'. The speaker knows that the unit that follows the verb may have a modifying function if this interpretation turns out to be relevant in a given context. If we take into account that the speakers have several structural options for modification (Type A, Type B, Type C, and subtypes), it seems to be plausible that speakers cognitively develop an abstract functional EM scheme. The slots of the scheme can be filled by several linguistic structures, e.g. VA. The EM scheme indeed parallels another abstract functional scheme: event complementation (EC). In other words, the second element of the scheme also permits the interpretation as a complement (C) (e.g. a direct object). The discussion on short adverbs being light complements of the verb (see 4.2) shows that the slot after the verb also licenses the interpretation as a direct object, at least to a certain degree. This is obviously the case for copula constructions, e.g. S/he is good or She is a mother that license the paraphrase She is it. In sum, elaboration may cognitively produce functional schemes that underlie the structural schemes (structure, combination, construction) (see Figure 2 ).
The dotted lines indicate the occasional interpretation of an adjective as a complement according to EC (e.g. Fr. voir grand) and that of a noun as a modifier according to EM (e.g. Fr. boire nature).
Does this mean that functional schemes are cognitively more basic than specific structural schemes? Grammaticalization theory generally explains diachronic processes in terms of desemanticization or bleaching, that is, the loss of semantic features (Hopper and Traugott 2003) . This superficially correct analysis stands in the tradition of structural linguistics that considers language a system of linguistic signs which lose or add features. From a cognitive linguistic point of view, abstraction is not a loss but active construal, which means that abstractions are elaborations. EM and EC can therefore be seen as elaborated abstract insights that are construed from the many specific structures the speakers know.
Fluent speakers are able to directly activate the abstract functional scheme EM. This analysis partly questions Langacker's general claim of abstract domains being more "basic" than more specified ones (2008: 45) . According to this author, "conceptions that are not irreducible […] are hence nonbasic". This argumentation relies on notional logic. It is hard to believe, however, that the most abstract representations should always be cognitively more basic than the more specific ones. The case recalls the basic level theory in prototype semantics (see Rosch 1978) , where, roughly speaking, "sparrow" belongs to a more basic and genetically prior cognitive level than more abstract categories such as "songbird". "Songbird" would thus represent a more elaborated abstract insight into the category "bird". The basic level claim argues that both very specific and very abstract levels can correspond to elaborations of a cognitively pivotal level. Be this as it may, it is clear that there is a dialectic relation between abstract functional schemes and more specific structural schemes at work.
Baseline elaboration and non-prototypical instances
The heuristic value of B/E-organization can be shown not only for single VA structures but also for more widespread phenomena such as adverbial agreement in Romance (see examples [12] to [14] ). Adverbial agreement clearly contradicts prototypicality. Consequently, prototypes do not explain this pattern. By contrast, if we admit that speakers know that the adjective in baseline VA structure permits inflection marking agreement, it comes as no surprise that they use this possibility, for example to simply mark predicative coherence, as in Sp. vamos directos 'let's go direct', where agreement does not mark a semantic modification of an argument, as would be the case in prototypical secondary predication. In other words, speakers productively and playfully use the options provided by the baseline. Wexler (1998: 43 ; see also Van de Velde and Weerman 2014) observes for Dutch that children behave like "little inflection machines", that is, they tend to playfully use inflectional morphemes. This is interesting insofar as Dutch has a long-term tendency to reduce inflection in diachrony. The fact that children constantly act against the objective diachronic tendency, which many linguists would describe as normal and expectable for the sake of linguistic economy, possibly explains why inflections supposed to have disappeared 'curiously' surface at times. Instead of simply learning exemplars provided by adults, as Goldberg assumes, children produce new ones. Constant playful innovation is not limited to children. My corpus data from informal internet communication provides abundant evidence for the ludic use of inflection in this register, in contrast to the sobriety of standard, where many creative instances of inflection are felt to be incorrect. Ludic variants can be seen as elaborations of baseline structures. Over time, it seems to be natural that particularly coherent constructions such as secondary predication become more salient in terms of frequency than minor playful variants. Hence, instead of eliminating conventionalized constructions the concept of baseline elaboration integrates them from a dynamic and variationist linguistic point of view.
Baseline elaboration may explain emerging prototypicality
Fundamental theoretical reflection clearly supports the role of baseline elaboration as a complementary cognitive approach to conceptual construal (conception). Prototype theory derives from Rosch's observation of prototype effects in terms of goodness of membership in a category. While Rosch herself was reluctant to accept simplistic conclusions, many linguists assume that experimental prototype effects presuppose mental prototypes, as in Fillmore's (1975) critique to "checklist theory". Now, prototype effects may also derive from combinatory baseline structures. I will briefly consider just three cases for illustration.
Word-formation can create new concepts that do not depend on reference. If we derive for the first time employer from the verb to employ, we create an abstract concept without prototypical representation. Yet, the speaker who tries to classify people employing other people will find cases that fit more or less with this concept. It has indeed been shown that in the domain of word-formation, prototypical representations are optional and diachronically posterior to the initial concept (Hummel 2011) .
No speaker knows all of the VA structures attested in my corpus. Hence, speakers are likely to hear many of them for the first time. A speaker who hears for the first time instances such as eat fresh, fly smart, eat healthy, etc., cannot have developed a prototypical representation, except for each of the combined units, that is, one for the adjective and one for the verb, but not for the whole. Nevertheless, the speaker who tries to classify several meals according the conception construed on eat healthy will identify meals that s/he considers more or less healthy. Hence, there will be empirical evidence for varying goodness of membership. In the same vein, s/he may consider certain VA combinations as more prototypical, e.g. because the adjective is felt to be a noun modifier. This clearly favors the emergence and conventionalization of constructions. The conventionalization process may secondarily include differentials (5.1) that cannot be explained by the baseline, e.g. the features of constructional prototypicality in 4.2.
The checklist approach to semantic features criticized by Fillmore is indeed problematic because checklists do not explicate the relations between the features. If we take into account these relations, we see that checklists belong to analyses of meaning in terms of definition, that is, rules for reference. Now, if we take cases where the definition is prior to reference, e.g. the artificial rule for offside in soccer, we will discover, from the first moment of using this notion, situations that correspond more or less to the criteria (features) of the definition. Even if the features were taken as a simple check-list, there will be real situations that more or less match with this list. Artificial definitions thus produce prototype effects without preexisting mental prototypes. Hence, it can be shown that the BE-analysis may explain the emergence of prototypicality and family resemblance via considerations of goodness of membership.
Mentioning this, I am not arguing against prototype theory. Obviously, mental prototypes may also explain prototype effects. Yet the existence of mental prototypes does not go without saying. What I do claim is that the speaker's capacity for combinatorial analysis and abstraction has been wrongly ruled out by prototype semantics. This historical bias still hinders adequate linguistic analysis. Baseline elaboration thus helps in overcoming the above mentioned gap between the descriptive adequacy of prototype effects and family resemblance, and their explanatory shortcomings. Baseline elaboration introduces a dynamic perspective, while prototypes and family resemblance do not explain by themselves how they emerge. The same holds for shortcomings of top-down construction grammar.
Consequences
Sections 4 and 5 have provided empirical evidence for the relevance of topdown constructionist approaches and bottom-up baseline elaboration. In both cases, however, theoretical and analytical strengths go hand in hand with crucial shortcomings. Interestingly, the two approaches turn out to be complementary in the sense that the shortcomings of the one are likely to be compensated by the other. While baseline elaboration may diachronically account for the rise of conventionalized constructions, constructions cannot be synchronically derived from the corresponding baseline structure in a given instance. On the other hand, the learning of constructions, prototypes, and exemplars cannot account for the large array of instances elaborated from baseline VA structure.
Importantly, both approaches fail to fully predict the meaning of a given VA structure. In fact, there is considerable space left for semantic and inferential interpretation. The following sections are dedicated to the latter, that is, to describing the slots that can be accessed via modification by VA structures in the event frame. It is obvious that the semantic-inferential interpretation is more closely related to bottom-up baseline elaboration, while conventionalized constructions leave less space for interpretation. As briefly shown above, the margins left for interpretation make the context and the communicative situation where the VA structure is embedded crucially relevant. In other words, mental spaces (Fauconnier 1985 (Fauconnier , 1997 are actively construed in discourse on the basis of the construction selected and/or baseline elaboration. This notwithstanding, the present paper will focus on the identification of the basic slots that are modified, leaving the analysis of mental space construal for future research.
The event-modification frame
This section develops a semantic frame that contains all the semantic and pragmatic features that may be modified by VA structure.
The term VA structure conveys a linguistic structure that syntactically combines morphemes which are specified for word-class (verb, adjective) and for position (VA). Traditionally speaking, this is a grammatical relation. VA is a baseline structure in syntactic terms because inversion is possible but liminal (12 percent, always in marked contexts such as participles behaving like adjectives, e.g. Engl. hard-working or Fr. haut estimé 'highly esteemed, high-esteemed', introduction of direct speech, poetry, Old French). VM is the default structure for verb modification, including for long adverbs in Engl. -ly or Fr. -ment. In addition, the optionality of the modifier confers a nuclear function on the verb.
To the extent that grammatical relations are conceptual semantic relations, as cognitive linguistics rightly claims, this grammatical relation is conceptual in nature. Thus, VA structure combines a concept that is lexicalized as an event with a concept lexicalized as a specific type of modifier: the adjective. The decision as to what verb combines with what adjective depends on the speaker, provided the combination makes sense (relevance). This means that VA structure is productive. Hence, subjective construal is inherent in VA structure.
According to Langacker (2008: 44) , linguistic meaning involves dynamic construal. He therefore refers to domains undergoing conception. The domains can be described in terms of frames that are activated by discourse. As shown above, the corresponding domains of think and big indeed undergo a specific conception in to think big. The construal of VA structure thus includes two domains that are lexicalized as word-classes (categorized as event or modifier). These word-classes impose a hierarchical relation "modified -modifier" which is reinforced by prototypical syntax (VA). Further, French allows agreement in order to overtly mark the relevant semantic relation. In sum, the subjective construal of the meaning a VA structure may have in a given context is conditioned by a series of syntactic, morphological, semantic, and lexical restrictions that build its baseline "matrix" (Langacker 2008: 44) .
As already postulated by Minsky (1988: 245-248) , overt linguistic structures are underspecified with regard to the complexity of possible semantic elaboration. This is the reason why both top-down constructional interpretation and bottom-up rule guided interpretation cannot fully predict the resulting conception but leave considerable space for inferential interpretation. According to the imperative of contextual relevance, to eat spicy may be interpreted as a type (way) of eating or an implicit secondary predication 'to eat spicy food'. A given VA structure may thus create several emerging mental spaces in discourse.
The present paper uses the corpus of French VA structures in order to investigate the slots in the event-modification frame that may be activated in discourse. Fillmore's semantics of understanding (see Fillmore 1977 Fillmore , 1982 ; for the beginnings, and the critical overview by Ziem 2014) provides a useful method for the analysis of VA structure according to the crucial criterion of contextual relevance. Frame slots are thereby singled out according to their relevance. This approach does not predict the type or the number and the nature of the slots. Unlike valency based definitions of frame, as in the Berkeley FrameNet project (Fillmore 2013) , the criterion of relevance permits the integration of slots not belonging to the verb's valency (= the overt or implicit argument structure). The unrestricted approach via understanding is more adequate in view of the complex and subtle mental spaces that may emerge in discourse. With regard to construction grammar, the semantic frame represents a conceptual schema supposed to be the speaker's cognitive reference for further elaboration, e.g. constructionalization and lexicalization.
As mentioned above, the verb is the VA structure's syntactic head and the semantic nucleus. Consequently, the semantic frame representing the semantic baseline schema of VA structure consists of a modified event. Figure 3 displays all relevant semantic effects of VA structures, as they will emerge from the detailed analysis of all observable effects in Section 7. It is therefore called the general event-modification frame.
The event-modification frame is an abstract schema covering the scopes of verb modification. The thick white arrow symbolizes the development of the event denoted by the verb. The change symbolized by the white arrow will be called process. If the modification only concerns the process, this means that the participants' semantic role, the circumstances, and the speaker's attitude do not fall under its scope. The lines above and underneath the process arrow subcategorize the process into features that may be profiled by a given VA structure. They represent levels of abstraction of the same feature (slot). The first level of abstraction upon the arrow concerns the semantic roles involved. I have deliberately chosen terms that foreground prototypicality, e.g. the fact that in the corpus most semantic roles denote human beings. The first level upon the arrow is the basic level. This is more an assumption than an empirically corroborated fact, but if we accept that abstraction is elaboration, there is necessarily a less abstract basic level. The second level suggests that the speaker may also be aware of which function in the construction of syntax is prototypically associated with these semantic roles. The two lines underneath the arrow show alternative abstractions that speakers may develop in parallel and that may become prominent in a given language, e.g. when aspect is morphologically marked. The second line underneath states that the scope of modification can affect the source of an event, the change included by an event, the goal the event points to, and the point where the event ends. "Direction" and "final location", which are not mentioned in the figure, are the possible variants of goal and result. Interestingly, the scope of modification can further include circumstantial features situated in the second frame, symbolizing the near periphery or surroundings of the event. The third frame represents the speaker's subjective intervention in discourse in terms of attitude, truth, perspective, and discourse organization (cf. Fischer 2013). The figure claims that the speakers may themselves fall into the scope of modification.
Identifying the slots in the event-modification frame
In this section, the analysis follows the speakers' cognitive effort to identify the features modified by VA structures at the level of utterance. 
Modifier referring to a quality of the process (manner)
When the modifier refers to the process, it denotes the way a change is realized. VA structures include this type of profiling:
(16) a. Il / elle court vite / rapide. manner 'S/he runs fast / quick.' b. Il / elle chante lent.
'S/he sings slow.'
(17) Un petit geste qui peut changer gros! manner-quantity 'A small gesture that may change very much!' (18) On sue sec.
manner-intensity 'The people / we sweat heavy.'
In (16), Fr. vite, rapide, lent and Engl. fast, quick, slow are prototypical modifiers of the way the event is realized. In (17), gros 'fat' is metaphorically used for quantification as 'very much'.
The basic conceptual domains of Fr. sec 'dry' and Engl. heavy in (18) are more appropriate for the modification of a nominal argument than for the way an event is executed. Their usage as an intensifying modifier of the verb thus requires metaphorical transposition. Metaphor is responsible for the equivalence of the short adverbs Fr. sec and Engl. heavy, which represent totally different conceptual domains. At the metaphorical level, both adjectives share the pragmatic feature of 'intensity'. The corresponding Type B adverbs ending in Fr.
-ment or Engl. -ly also select or construe the manner-intensity feature. Consequently, heavily requires the same type of semantic adaptation in to sweat heavily. If the metaphorical adaption does not work, the adjective cannot assume this function, and the corresponding Type B adverb is odd: Engl. shine red and Fr. briller rouge are standard, but not ?shine redly or Fr. ?briller rougement. Poetic texts may exceptionally use such color adjectives as Type B adverbs (cf. Luján 1980: 156; Meier 1948: 107) , but these stylistic effects are not usual in standard and colloquial language. In a very broad sense, we might imagine an inner object (see 7.4) interpretation in the case of to rain heavy since heavy could refer to the weight of the rain drops, but the scope of modification in It rains heavy is broader than the rather odd or unusual paraphrase It rains heavy drops would allow for. There are heavy rain drops falling down would be better, but not equivalent. The overt syntactic structure is too specific, and consequently overspecified, if used as a paraphrase for VA. Finally, the paraphrase does not work at all with to sweat heavy. Hence, the adjectival properties of heavy may occasionally activate the inner object interpretation or connotation (The rain falls heavy), but this is not systematically the case.
Modifier referring to a quality of the subject argument
In the following example, modification exclusively yields a quality of the subject during the event denoted by the verb:
(19) Il/elle ne veut pas mourir jeune.
'S/he does not want to die young.'
(20) *Il/elle ne veut pas mourir jeunement. '*S/he does not want to die youngly.'
Syntactically explicit constructions as in (19) are generally named subject-oriented (depictive) secondary predicates (see Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann 2004) . In fact, the Type B alternatives denoting manner are almost universally excluded or marginal, as in (20). 2 However, there are cases with both subject orientation and manner interpretation, providing evidence for the fact that Type A covers a functional continuum that spans over two slots in the semantic frame:
(21) Les élèves écoutent attentifs/attentivement. 'The pupils listen attentive/attentively.'
In sum, both metaphor and ambiguous manner-argument modification provide evidence for a gradual transition between the instances of secondary predication and manner modification. This favors their analysis as constructional elaborations emerging from a common baseline (VA structure). The fact that some Type A modifiers conceptually license the inclusion of both the process and the subject argument into the scope of modification explains the vacillating usage of inflection vs. invariability in French:
2 I therefore use * not in the sense of 'not possible', but for the very strong marginalization of a variant that may occur, as in the similar example youngly: "Already in January we fill the first wines which should be drunk freshly and youngly, and also those which have gone out!" (https:// www.linguee.com/english-german/search?source=auto&query=freshly+and+youngly, accessed 1 August 2015). In (22), the modifier does not agree with the feminine subject la cascade, which is instead the case in (23), where joyeuse (feminine form of the adjective) agrees with la voix (feminine noun). Following the same schema, beau (masculine) does not agree with the subject in (24), which is however the case in (25).
Modifier referring to an initial or final quality of the (inner) subject argument
Verbs such as Fr. commencer 'to start' focus on an initial state of the subject at the source of the event ("initiator"), and verbs such as Fr. devenir 'to become, get' or finir 'to end' direct the modification to a final state or result.
(26) Les 5 entreprises qui ont commencé petit pour devenir très grand. 'The 5 companies which have started off small to become big.'
(27) Fred DeLuca fondateur de Subway ou l'art de commencer petit et finir gros.
'Fred DeLuca, the founder of Subway or the art of starting off small and ending up big.'
The conceptions conveyed by the verb are decisive for this focus since the verb denotes a beginning or an end. In this sense, we can analyze the adjectives as secondary predicates oriented to the subject. English has a similar usage of to start (out/off) small. Since the scope of secondary predicates is limited by VP, to which they syntactically belong, they automatically denote an initial quality of the subject: 'something is small at the moment the event happens'. Nevertheless, the adjective in the first example does not undergo agreement, which is generally required for secondary predicates (Les entreprises ont commencé petites pour devenir très grandes). This reflects the analysis of VA as a relatively autonomous, valency reduced unit which enters the sentence as such, as shown by (27), where l'art de commencer petit 'the art of starting off small' does not need any overt subject. The term inner subject can be used to denote implicit subject arguments, in analogy to the term inner object (see 7.4). Semantically, manner interpretation is possible: How did the companies start or end? The examples show again that the transition from secondary predication to Type A adverbs is a gradient phenomenon. In addition, examples such as to begin slow/ slowly show that the modifier can have a manner focus with verbs denoting a beginning. Hence, the profiling of the initial state in to begin small results from both the verb and the modifier according to their conceptual domains.
Modifier referring to a quality of the (inner) object argument
The scope of modification can also be directed to the direct object argument ("patient"), as in Fr. manger froid 'eat cold' and boire chaud 'drink hot' in (28), and the English example Mexicans eat spicy in (8).
(28) Manger froid, boire chaud, dormir couché, debout; Un garçon comme moi s'accommode de tout. 'Eating cold, drinking hot, sleeping lying down or standing; A guy like me adapts to everything.' (29) La soupe, je la mange chaude. 'I eat the soup hot.'
The object may be overt as in (29) ("la"), but valency reduction is very frequent, as in (28). Traditionally, the term inner object is used for this (see, e.g. Gougenheim 1964; Regula 1957; on French) . Valency reduction tends to construe the event as a type of behavior, that is, a way to behave. The slogan Eat light! certainly denotes a quality of the food, but its self-sufficiency foregrounds a manner of eating, a type of behavior. While overt direct objects tie the adjective more closely to argument modification, the absence of an explicit object loosens these ties, providing a greater inferential scope for construal. Reduced syntactic valency includes invariability since no noun is available for agreement. Moreover, the process favors the lexicalization as complex verb, as in couper court 'to cut short/interrupt'. It comes as no surprise that the phrase can intuitively be perceived as an instance of short adverbs in spite of the underlying adjectival relations. Fr. brûler vif 'to burn alive' denotes such a conventionalized type of behavior. The object can be overt or hidden. As in the previous subsections, agreement appears to be optional, even with overt direct objects:
(30) Voilà 10 minutes que des créatures essayent de la brûler vif.
'10 minutes ago some creatures tried to burn her alive.'
(31) Que vous avoit-elle fait, cette Fleur d'Épine, pour la brûler toute vive? 'What had she done to you, that Fleur d'Épine, to make you burn her alive?'
Example (30) provides evidence for the analysis as a ready-made complex verb (lexicalized construction) that enters the sentence. Its functional autonomy favors invariability. According to the conceptual domain of the modifier, some verbs allow for both an inner subject (e.g. cuisiner malin 'to cook smart') and an inner object reading (cuisiner sain 'to cook healthy'), with additional circumstantial modification (see 7.7). Both examples are used as slogans, that is, VA structures reduced to their internal semantics, which broadens their semantic-inferential interpretation and makes them highly suggestive, especially when used as imperatives (cf. subject-oriented Fly smart!).
Interestingly, intransitive verbs do not exclude an inner argument interpretation. Fr. causer 'to chat' and parler 'to talk' usually do not take a complement, but causer juste and parler juste can be read as 'what is said is right and fair'. In this case, the inner object cannot be overtly realized as an argument of the verb. This fact causes problems for the syntax deletion hypothesis.
Rather exceptionally, a noun may be used as a modifier of an inner object:
(32) Bien qu'on puisse la boire sucré (sucre ou miel), on préfèrera peut-être la boire nature. L'infusion se mariera cependant parfaitement avec une petite goutte de lait. 'Even if you can drink it sweet (sugar or honey), one would probably prefer to drink it natural (drink it neat). Nevertheless, the tea does go well with a little milk.'
The example provides two parallel phrases, the first one with an adjective (participle), boire sucré 'to drink sth. with sugar', the second one with a noun, boire nature 'to drink without sugar, neat' (lit. 'to drink it nature'). Although the sentence has an overt direct object la 'it', I maintain the inner object analysis because this argument does not cause agreement, as would be required for a secondary predicate (la boire sucrée). Hence, boire sucré is used as a complex verb whose semantic network is internally defined. I have argued that to think big is a typical example of reduced argument structures with short adverbs. I further said that complementation is blocked: *He thinks big something. However, He thinks something big is acceptable. In other words, while we intuitively read think big as a VA structure that expresses a way of thinking, that is, manner, a closer look at its semantics reveals that a reading as reduced object oriented secondary predicate is possible. In addition, the adjective big itself rejects manner interpretation (*bigly). At this point, research in Google digs out the occurrence of Think it big! Being less known than simple Think big! it is more plausible to analyze it as elaboration from prior think big than to explain think big as the result of intransitivized to think it big (argument deletion).
To conclude, we witness a series of emerging interpretations from baseline VA structure. Although the modification of the direct object logically excludes the implicature of the event itself, manner interpretation is possible at the more abstract level of general behavior, which is a frequent correlate of valency reduction. Consequently, inflection appears to be a variable feature. This blurs the borderlines of short adverbs and object-oriented secondary predication.
Modifier referring to a resultative quality of the (inner) object argument
In symmetry to the modification of the initial or final state of an overt or inner subject argument in 7.3, modifiers may denote a quality of the inner object as a result of the event:
(33) a. couper court(s) les cheveux 'to cut the hair short' b. abattre mort 'to shoot / to shoot down' c. creuser profond 'to dig deep'
Object modifying VA structures do not allow for a complementary modification of the initial state. This is only possible when the verb is replaced, that is, when its inherent Aktionsart changes from resultative to inchoative, and from object orientation to subject orientation, as in starting small vs. ending big. In English, local and directional adverbs such as down are commonly used. In Romance, adjectives such as Fr. bas, haut take on the same function:
(34) Les fléaux battent bas les vigueurs de mon corps. 'The scourges strike down my physical strength.'
By contrast, Type B adverbs denote manner, that is, the way of doing something, even with inchoative or resultative verbs:
(35) commencer / terminer tranquillement 'to start / finish calmly' (36) abattre méchamment 'to meanly shoot down'
Unlike in (35) and (36), where the adverbs denote a manner type quality of the process, Type A refers to an initial or final state of the (inner) object in the following examples.
(37) commencer / terminer tranquille 'to start / finish calm' (38) abattre mort 'to shoot dead'
In other words, the adjectival nature of Type A clearly appears with inchoative or resultative verbs, in striking contrast with Type B, which maintains manner profiling. The analysis of Type B modification would thus provide an eventmodification frame that differs from Figure 3 . It is noteworthy that Fr. bas can be transposed via metaphor to process-manner modification, as in parler bas 'to speak softly' (see 7.1).
7.6 Modifier referring to both the event (verb) and the participant (argument)
As we have already seen in the previous sections, VA structures allow the adjective to modify both an (inner) argument and the process:
simply controlling is somehow vaguer. The Spanish example in (43) is more inferential, approaching a copular verb construction. We might argue that these examples are resultative, which is right, but there remains an inferential interpretation which yields meaning beyond the argument structure. All three examples illustrate the tendency of developing inferential interpretations of VA structures for economic communication in jargons, the relevant context being known by insiders. The high inferential potential of VA structures licenses subjects with sharply contrasting semantic roles. In the following examples, Fr. chausser étroit 'to wear tight shoes' appears with the subject modèle 'floor sample (shoe)' in (44), and with the subject les hommes 'the men' in (45). 'The man explained to me that certain samples were wider than others, Valeta being narrow. I also asked for the Talamore sample, which is a priori wider.'
(45) Surtout quand t'es comme moi que tu chausses du 37 et que tu n'aimes que les hommes qui chaussent larges. 'Especially if you are like me and wear size 37, and you don't like men with wide widths.'
Despite the subject having a plural form in both examples, the modifier only agrees with the subject in the second one. From a rational point of view, the inflection in (45) is 'illogical', as it would be called in the tradition of French grammar, because the shoes may be large, but not the men wearing them. Hence, there is clear evidence for the inferential relevance of metonymy. According to Hummel (2018) , this type of inflection, which has been called "adverb agreement" (Ledgeway 2011 ), can be related to different oral and written traditions. The written tradition imposes the rationalistic norm of modifier and modified matching logically, which implies that the inflection in the second example is ungrammatical. By contrast, the informal oral tradition uses inflection as a cohesive device in the stream of discourse in order to mark thematic coherence (see also 5.4). Moreover, informal texts rely more on agreement ad sensum than on grammatical relations, as in the following example with the masculine singular subject on denoting plural 'nous', which in turn licenses the plural -s in tranquilles:
(46) On ne peut même pas crever tranquilles.
'One cannot even die in peace.'
In (47) the modification also concerns a circumstantial feature of the event:
(47) Les yeux commencent à couler "épais", signe de début d'infection. 'The eyes start flowing "thick", a sign of incipient infection.'
We would only have an inner subject if the explicit subject were not les yeux 'the eyes' but les larmes 'the tears', since only the latter can flow. Consequently, the periphery of the event can be integrated by metonymy. Witness also the metonymy in blue smoking chimneys, where the actually modified participant, the smoke, is implicit:
(48) Les cheminées fument bleu. 'The chimneys smoke blue.'
In the jargon of fashion, Fr. coiffer droit means to wear a hat in a vertical position, and profond 'deep' means that the head enters deep into the hat:
(49) Chapeaux coiffant profond et droit. 'Deep and upright hats.'
The condensation of circumstantial information by VA structures is a typical device for economic communication in oral jargons:
(50) chercher grand jargon of real estate agents 'to purchase a big apartment' (51) a. chevaucher bas equitation 'to ride a small horse' b. chevaucher étroit equitation 'to ride close to each other' c. chevaucher rangé equitation 'to ride in ranks, in a given order'
The nominal VA structure boire nature in (32) is also an economic device in the jargon of nutrition. Both the general preference of jargon and slang for VA structures and the possibility of implicitly alluding to taboo topics favor their usage in the domain of sexual behavior (see [53] ). The perception of a substandard register is reflected by the frequent usage of quotation marks or italics when such phrases are used in written texts, e.g. in (47), which is one of the many examples documented in the dictionary corpus.
Modifier referring to the finality of the event
Fr. voter utile 'to make a useful vote (not by conviction)' refers to the finality of voting:
(52) Nous maintenons notre candidature pour permettre de voter utile.
'We maintain our candidature in order to facilitate a useful vote.'
Fr. utile neither modifies the subject nor an object argument or the process itself. The construction has also been blended with sexual behavior:
(53) Mais non, voyons, je baise utile.
In slang, baiser utile means 'to have sexual relations in order to obtain a material advantage'. The goal of the event is to be useful for the actor. The understanding of these examples requires the inference of contextual knowledge, e.g. the implicatured opposition to voting by conviction in (52) or sentimental love in (53). It could therefore be classified as a subtype of circumstantial modification. Poetry and advertisement use the suggestive potential of VA structure for opening a window to an inferential world. Final VA structures are particularly appreciated as advertisement slogans for selling something which is suggested to help in obtaining a goal. This type of text also explains their international character, e.g. Fr. cuisiner sain with the English equivalent to cook healthy. Healthy may point to a property of the cooked food as an inner object, but the reference to the finality or result of a way of cooking is more salient. The slogan Fly smart could be interpreted as oriented to the inner subject, that is, an attitude of the one who uses the aircraft. However, slogans are created as a formula: Fly smart! If we use them in a finite sentence, the result can be odd: ?S/he flies smart. ?S/he flies smart to New York. If we accept them in this form, we would have to interpret them in a circumstantial and somehow intertextual way: 'S/he uses the "SmartFare" option offered by the airline'. It is noteworthy that "result" (7.3, 7.5) and "finality" point in the same direction. They are indeed the perfective or imperfective side of the same coin.
Modifier referring to an instrumental feature
In (54) the modifier refers to the green top of the absinthe bottle ('a green crowned bottle'):
(54) collier Absinthe style Art Nouveau avec representation de la fee Verte fiole couronnée verte. 'Absinthe necklace style Art Nouveau with the representation of the green crowned fairy Green flask.'
In a syntactically explicit version, the verb couronner 'to crown' requires the prepositions de or avec, both of which suggest the instrumental reading 'crowned with something'.
(55) chanter haut 'to sing loud'
Fr. chanter haut and its English equivalent to sing loud refer to both the manner of singing and a property of the voice. Now, the voice is not a participant but the instrument of singing. It cannot be expressed by an overt argument, but rather only paraphrased as Fr. à voix haute or Engl. in/ with a high/loud voice'.
Modifier referring to a place or a direction
The modifier can specify where an event takes place… In conduire/bouler droit, the adjective denotes a quality of the direction the process takes. According to the further context, the adjective in creuser profond 'to dig deep' denotes either the direction or the local result of the event.
Modifier referring to time or frequency
Modifiers may also denote the time an event lasts… (61) Il m'a dit bref qu'il avait été surpris dans un bordel. 'He briefly told me that he had been taken by surprise in a brothel.' In English, the lexicalization of sure as an epistemic discourse marker also licenses prosodic integration, as in (72): (72) Sure, he'll come. He'll come sure.
Neither Fr. peser facile nor Eng. come sure permit the syntactic dislocation of VA as a syntactic constituent. ?Coming sure is what he likes. As a matter of fact, the autonomy or lexicalization of the VA construction conflicts with the idea of a speaker's point of view to be modified. This point of view is necessarily external to the proposition. Syntax and prosody reflect this condition. Subsequently, frequency and lexicalization can reduce the necessity of formally marking the discourse function. To conclude, sentential modification gets in touch with VA, but only as a peripheral phenomenon.
From profiling to profile
This section suggests a quantitative analysis of the BCD-subcorpus (see Section 3) as a means of determining the communicative relevance of the slots located in the event-modification frame (see Section 6). For this purpose, I distinguish the individual profilings corresponding to single utterances in discourse, as in Section 7, from the general profile of VA structure as it appears in terms of frequency. The BCD-subcorpus contains 451 VA structures (types) documented with 3232 examples (tokens). Table 2 displays the token frequency of the observed event-modification slots according to main type and subtype.
The quantitative analysis provides a semantic profile with three equally distributed main event-modification types (N = 3232 cases): 34.4 percent as process modification (P), 29.7 percent as process-participant modification (P+PP) and 35.9 percent as circumstantial modification (C), the latter being the most differentiated category. Thus, at the abstract level of "main types" in the lefthand column, no salient repartition in terms of core and periphery (Langacker 2016: 423) can be identified. This is interesting insofar as traditional definitions of the adjective as a noun modifier should favor the salience of argument modification (but see below on a methodological bias).
Process modification (P), that is, adjectives denoting a quality of the process, covers just over a third of the event-modification types. More than half of these mainly either intensify or quantify.
Process modification can include a participant of the event in overt syntax or as an inner argument (PS, PO). In the case of the subject argument, overt realization (323 tokens) is by far more frequent than the implicature of an inner subject (42). By contrast, inner objects (330) are more frequently used than overt objects (265). In the case of process-participant modification, "source" and "result" are relevant secondary features that do not figure in Table 2 because they belong to a lower level of agglomeration. In 33 cases, the source is an overt or inner subject, in 11 cases an overt or inner object. The result only concerns overt or inner objects (160 cases).
The remaining third of the examples have been classified as circumstantial modification. Apart from circumstances in general ("not specified"), "instrument" and "direction" are the most frequent circumstantial modifications, followed by "goal" and "place". 
If pure process modification is considered the prototypical case of verb modification, as most grammars suggest, we may say that this only corresponds to approximately one third of the cases, while process-participant modification and circumstantial modification each provide another third of the cases. Obviously, the distinction between place and direction is graded and subject to interpretation (e.g. to place high, to dig deep). In the same way, the modifiers of direction, frequency, and instrument can also affect manner (to go direct and examples [63] , [55] ). Figure 4 provides a graphic representation of the relations in Table 2 . The size of the circles mirrors the quantitative proportions of the slots in Table 2 (see abbreviations in Table 2 ).
The overlapping of the circles illustrates the fact that modification may concern more than one slot of the event-modification frame, as with "manner + instrument" in parler haut 'speak in loud voice'. The degree of overlapping is intuitively indicated on the basis of my experience in analyzing the corpus. A more fine-tuned method could tag the data for all slots that fall into the modification scope of one example. It would then be possible to exactly quantify and represent not only the salience of each slot but also its overlapping with other slots. Figure 5 provides a still more interesting representation of the data as a cognitive landscape by representing the quantitative relations in Table 2 in terms of ball volume. 
Baseline elaboration and echo-sounding
In fact, the quantification of the individual profilings in the corpus works like echo-sounding the grounds of the event frame via modification, shaping the salience and the contiguity of the slots falling into the scope of modification. The method is termed echo-sounding because VA structure is a recurrent stimulus that receives different cognitive responses. Figure 5 quantifies these responses, like echo-sounding in geography.
Interestingly, this landscape provides evidence for the subjectivity of construal. If applied to an objectively given landscape, e.g. a seabed, echo-sounding always reproduces the same landscape. By contrast, if the echo-sounding method is applied to a linguistic baseline structure such as VA structure, the profile reflects a cognitive projection on reality. Typical event features may appear to be inconsequential. Verbal tense, for example, is irrelevant in the event-modification frame of VA structure. As illustrated in 7.5, echo-sounding the grounds of verbs combining with adverbs ending in Fr. -ment or Engl. -ly will provide another general event-modification profile.
In sum, quantification provides an interesting approach to construal. Quantification may also be seen as a method to access the grammatical aspects of meaning. The traditional separation of grammatical and conceptual ("lexical") meaning has been rightly criticized because, e.g. a "grammatical category" such as "plural" is as conceptual as the concept included in the stem of a word (Langacker 2015; Hummel 2016) . "Plural" is grammatical because it is a recurrent conceptual category that combines with many items. This fact tends to go hand in hand with a high degree of conceptual abstraction. If this is correct, frequency is an interesting cue for analyzing conceptual grammar.
Before coming to the end, these results have to be discussed with regard to the specific setting of the study. The data stem from a dictionary project on French short adverbs. As mentioned in 2.2, the data was selected according to the criterion of a possible adverbial interpretation of the data. In other words, clear cases of copular verb constructions and secondary predication (see Table 1 ) were excluded, although they have to be considered instances of VA structure. Hence, the figures in Section 8 are biased by this restriction. The surprising fact of three equally distributed main types of modification (see Table 2 and Figures 4 and 5) appears to be an effect of this bias. If copular verb constructions and secondary predication had been integrated, the structure would have provided a clear distribution of center and periphery in the sense that the "nominal" pole of participant (argument) modification would have become more salient. If we take a spot check made upon Spanish data, the type of selection I used in this paper would correspond to about 44 percent of the instances as VA structure, together with copular verb constructions (44 percent) and secondary predication (12 percent). Consequently, the word-class of the adjective used in VA structures has a clear core function of participant-oriented modification if all instances are taken into account. This matches with their prototypical representation as noun modifiers. Nevertheless, adjectives used in VA structures considerably extend their functions to the "adverbial" domain (manner, circumstance, time, space, speaker's point of view, etc.).
Finally, it should be noted that the quantified representation of the data provides an interesting tool for the observation of diachronic change, especially in the case of English, where the Old English Type A system has been progressively overlapped and replaced by Type B (Hummel 2014) . This change should be visible at the conceptual level if the echo-sounding method were applied to a diachronic corpus.
The further discussion of the resultative construction She kissed him unconscious (see example [6] in 4.1) provides evidence for the impact of typological differences on categorial conception. The fact that the same VA structure does not account for a resultative construction in She kissed him slow/hot (example [6]), with manner modification, supports the claim that these examples cannot be simply explained as instances of a given construction. Interestingly, this does not invalidate the role of given constructions. Unlike Romance (Feihl 2009; Mateu 2000; cf. De Cuyper 2006) , resultative constructions are particularly prominent in English. Hence, constructional salience and frequency favor a resultative interpretation. This is indeed a top-down effect of this construction, since it favors the resultative construction even with adjectives that allow for a manner interpretation:
(73) She kissed him wild.
In principle, a manner interpretation of the concept 'wild' is possible, since this adjective can be used as a manner adverb in to kiss wildly. Hence, (73) could analogically be read as an instance of a short adverb with manner interpretation. This is not the case.
The fact that the manner option is usually realized with wildly provides additional support for the constructional hypothesis, insofar as the paradigmatic contrast of Type A and Type B modifiers determines or guides the interpretation.
Looking at another Germanic language, German, we see that the syntactic and semantic word-by-word translation does not select the same construction:
(74) Sie küsste ihn wild.
In (74), Ger. wild will always be understood first as an adverb of manner meaning 'wildly'. The resultative interpretation is not impossible, but it requires a strongly marked context. All words involved in (73) and (74) being the same, semantics can be ruled out as a possible explanation for different interpretations. Relevance in discourse must decide. Unlike Modern English, German has conserved the Germanic tradition of simply using adjectives for adverbial functions (Type A). In other words, the paradigmatic effect of the bicategorial system Engl. wild/wildly on constructional differentiation does not exist in German. Consequently, typological conceptions of major linguistic categories such as word-classes seem to co-determine the interpretation of VA structure.
Conclusion
Linguists are inclined to clearly separate the constructions built upon baseline VA structure, e.g. secondary predication (with depictive and resultative subtypes), adverbs of manner, circumstantials, etc. This is a legitimate grammaticographic procedure. However, all these patterns or specific single cases are possible developments of VA structure. In other words, the baseline VA structure opens a window to a series of constructions. These constructions cannot simply be explained as top-down instances of previously established construction skeletons. From the dynamic point of view of baseline elaboration, borderline cases, ambiguity, etc., do not cause any explanatory problems, as is indeed the case for classificatory approaches. It is natural and unavoidable that to speak loud may refer to both the way of speaking and the volume of voice while speaking, and that speakers may guide modification via inflection when several features are available for modification in the event frame (e.g. Fr. Elle chante doux/douce). Consequently, in the setting of the study I have argued in favor of a complementary approach that dialectically joins bottom-up baseline elaboration with top-down constructional approaches. Importantly, neither approach can be reduced to rules that clearly identify or predict the modified slot. In fact, semantic and inferential interpretation plays a major role in the instances of VA structure.
Section 7 has singled out twelve major slots that can be accessed via VA structure in the event-modification frame. It clearly emerges that the scope of modification exceeds by far the traditional assumptions of adjectives being noun modifiers as opposed to verb-modifying adverbs. It has been shown that the whole scene evoked by VA may be relevant for the inferential selection of the modification with regard to relevance in discourse.
The study has further underlined the methodological interest of quantification. For this purpose, Section 8 has made a step from the individual profilings in a given utterance to the general event-modification profile of VA structure. The result has been represented as a landscape where the slots differ in terms of salience. The fact that VA structure provides a specific landscape different to the one we would obtain with long adverbs in Fr. -ment, shows that language does not reflect a given semantic structure but actively construes a cognitive projection on what might be considered an event's reality.
Finally, future developments of this type of analysis have been pointed out. Essentially, this concerns the possibility of quantifying the overlappings of the salient slots in the landscape and the adequacy of the method for the detailed observation of linguistic change in diachrony. The onomasiological approach also supports comparative analyses, e.g. of English and French, not least in view of the diachronic reconstruction of constructions emerging from a common baseline in related languages, as suggested by Barðdal and Eythórsson (2012) .
